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ABSTRACT

We submit a method for the MIREX 2008 task “Audio Chord

Detection”. The method uses a 24-state HMM consisting of

12 states for both major and minor triads. The observation

likelihoods are computed by mapping the pitch saliences

into a pitch-class representation and comparing them with

trained profiles for major and minor chords. Probabilities of

between-chord transitions are estimated from training data

and Viterbi decoding is used to find a path through the chord

models.

1 INTRODUCTION

The chord transcription problem has recently become a topic

of interest for several researchers, as a part of automated

analysis of harmonic content in music signals. This has re-

sulted in numerous publications on the topic, including [9, 1,

3, 2, 7, 5]. The most popular approach is to extract low-level

features describing harmonic content, e.g., chroma or pitch

class profile (PCP) vectors, and then use a hidden Markov

model (HMM) with states corresponding to different chords

to perform the recognition. Knowledge of typical chord pro-

gressions can be applied as well.

Our submission follows this common approach and uses

PCPs and a chord-HMM for the chord transcription task.

The submitted method has been published in [8] and is briefly

introduced in the following. For details, please see [8].

2 METHOD DESCRIPTION

The method begins with pitch salience estimation where sa-

lience, or strength, of each fundamental frequency (F0) is

calculated as a weighted sum of the amplitudes of its har-

monic partials in a spectrally whitened signal frame. The sa-

lience function is evaluated in overlapping 92.9 ms frames,

with 23.2 ms interval between successive frames. The cal-

culations are similar to [4].

The salience function values are then mapped into a pitch-

class representation, where notes in different octaves are

considered equivalent. Instead of one PCP vector, we use

two pitch-class profiles: one for low-register MIDI notes

26–49 and one for high-register MIDI notes 50–73. The

low and high-register profiles for major and minor triads are
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Figure 1. Major and minor chord profiles for low and high

registers.
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Figure 2. The estimated chord transition probabilities from

major and minor chords. The text boxes show examples for

transitions from C major chord and A minor chord.

estimated from the first eight albums by the Beatles with

annotations provided by Harte and colleagues. Instead of

estimating chord profiles for all 24 major/minor triads, we

estimate the profiles only for major and minor chord types.

This circumvents the problem of insufficient training data

for particular chords (e.g., F♯ major in the Beatles data, see

[6] for chord distributions).

Figure 1 shows the estimated low and high-register pro-

files for both major and minor chords. The low-register pro-

file captures the bass notes contributing to the chord root

whereas the high-register profile has more clear peaks also

for the major or minor third and the fifth.

We also estimate a chord-transition bigram from the Bea-

tles data. The transitions are independent of the key so that

only the chord type and the distance between the chord roots

matters. Figure 2 illustrates the estimated chord-transition

probabilities. The probability to stay in the chord itself is a
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Figure 3. Chord transcription of “With a Little Help From

My Friends” by The Beatles. Observation likelihoods are

shown for all major and minor triads. The reference chords

are indicated by the white line and the transcription by the

black line.

free parameter which controls the amount of chord changes.

Finally, we define a chord HMM with 24 states, twelve

states for both major and minor triads. The observation like-

lihoods for each chord are calculated by comparing the low

and high-register profiles with the estimated trained profiles

shown in Fig. 1. Then Viterbi decoding through the chord

HMM produces chord labeling for each analysis frame. Cur-

rently our method does not take silent or no-chord segments

into account but outputs a chord label in each frame. Fig-

ure 3 shows an example transcription for “With a Little Help

From My Friends” by The Beatles.

3 ABOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION

The method has been implemented with C++ and it takes

less than four seconds to process one minute of audio on a

3.2 GHz Pentium 4 processor.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We participated to the first subtask where submitted meth-

ods were pretrained with desired material or otherwise fixed.

The best results were obtained by the submission of Bello &

Pickens (66% correct). Due to the rather similar approaches

(namely using HMMs) to the task, it is not surprising that

differences in the results are very small (e.g., Mehnert 65%,

Ryynänen & Klapuri 64%, Papadopoulos & Peeters 63%,

Khadkevich & Omologo 63%). As we already noted in [8],

our method tends to confuse major and minor modes. When

these errors are ignored, the submitted method performs as

well as the method by Bello & Pickens (both 69% correct).

The submitted method was among the fastest submissions

(the method by K. Lee was clearly the fastest).

In the second subtask, the methods were run in three-

fold cross-validation (train with 2/3 and test with 1/3 of

the database). The method by Uchiyama, Miyamoto, and

Sagayama (72% correct) clearly outperformed the other sub-

missions.
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